LINECARD
Internet of Things (IoT)
Cascoda Revolutionary patented technology, providing low-power long-range
semiconductor radio devices for the internet of things (IoT) without the need
for mesh networks.

Go-IoT the modular IoT hardware and software solution for monitoring
and controlling distributed devices.
Joining different protocols including BACnet for building automation using a
very easy interface. All in one box!

Infomart is a global pioneer in the design, development and supply of
Power over Ethernet (PoE, Hi-PoE, PoE+, PoE Plus, Ultra PoE) "Powered
Device" (PD) products under the brand name PoweredEthernet™.
Offering highly efficient (88% typical), cost effective Powered Device
(PD) solutions from PoE Splitters through to highly integrated SIP and
Embedded PoE modules. They offer fully IEEE802.3af & IEEE802.3at
compliant solutions ranging from 5W to 45W and beyond. Power over
Ethernet Injectors also Available

Power management ICs that offer efficiency, performance and
advanced features to facilitate remote and intelligent network-based
energy management. Akros solutions help manufacturers of electronic
equipment create more efficient and advanced products at reduced
costs, while enabling end users the ability to reduce energy usage.

Wireless
Abicom provide a range of wireless solutions from OEM wireless bridges and
routers through to the Freespace Networks range of point to point wireless
bridge products. All designed, manufactured and supported in the UK.

Compex Systems design and manufacture a range of wireless network
communication modules covering Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. Available in
commercial or industrial temperature ranges enabling them to be used
in harsh environments.
YIC design and manufacture a range of 3G / GSM Antennas, 2.4 / 5.8GHz WiFi
Antennas, ISM & RFID Antennas, GPS & 4G / LTE Antennas.
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LINECARD
GNSS
Emlid design and manufacture a range of GNSS receivers offering
advanced control, autopilot, real time kinematic (RTK) positioning and
RTK GNSS products designed for use in drones, UAVs and other
unmanned vehicles. Complete affordable solutions.
Inpaq design and manufacture a range of antenna products for computing,
communication, consumer electronics, and automotive electronics.
Chip Antennas, FM Antennas, GNSS/GPS Antennas, Wi-Fi Antennas,
Multi-Function Antennas.
Maxtena are a wireless innovations company that designs and manufactures
a comprehensive range of embedded, external and custom antenna solutions
for GNSS (GPS, GLONASS, COMPASS, Galileo), Iridium, Inmarsat and Thuraya
Satellites and Terrestrial M2M, MSS and 4G LTE applications.

NVS develop next generation multi-constellation GNSS receivers and
boards. Used in high interference applications such as urban, industrial
environments and railway stations. Support for all current and future
satellite constellations ensures higher availability of navigation signals.
Septentrio designs, manufactures and sells highly accurate GPS/GNSS
receivers, for demanding applications requiring accuracies in the
decimetre or centimeter range, even under difficult conditions.
Tallysman® is a developer, provider, and manufacturer of global
positioning components and intelligent location based wireless
infrastructure solutions for tracking systems. Providing the highest
performance antennas in their class (low axial ratios, high multi-path
signal rejection, tight PCV), while setting lower economical price points.
YIC design and manufacture a range of u-blox GNSS receiver modules, GPS
Antenna Modules and combination GPS & 3G/4G Antennas.

Audio
D-Home design and manufacture a range of wireless home audio products
designed to give you a unique user experience.
We offer Wi-Fi connected devices that enable you to listen to your
music, online radio or stream services all controlled from an Apple or
Android device.
D-Stream design and manufacture a range of high-quality wireless audio

products designed to be discrete and elegant while providing a superior
listening experience.
Wi-Fi connected audio devices that enable you to listen to your music,
online radio or stream music services.
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